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Abstract: -   We present two tools, which could be useful in determining whether or not a non-Homogenous Linear 
Recurrence can reach a desired rational. First, we derive the determinant that is equal to the ith term in a non-Homogenous 
Linear Recurrence. We use this to derive the infinite determinant that is zero, if and only if, the desired rational can be 
reached by some term in the recurrence. Second, we derive an infinite summation of rational Polynomials, such that this 
summation can be equal to 1, if and only if, the desired rational can be reached by some term in the recurrence.
1.     Introduction
Given a linear recurrence, an interesting question asked by many mathematicians is whether it is possible for zero to be reached by 
some term in the recurrence (i.e. some term in the recurrence equals zero). This question is still open, and it is not known whether 
this is decidable [1]. In this paper, we give two tools, which we hope will be useful in answering this Question of Reachability in a 
non-Homogenous Linear Recurrence. The first tool is an infinite determinant whose value is 0, if and only if, a desired rational is 
reachable. The second tool is an infinite summation of rational first degree Polynomials with variable coefficients, such that this 
summation can become 1, if and only if, the desired rational is reachable.
     Let our non-homogenous linear recurrence be denoted as Ei, satisfying the recurrence relation Ei = fi,0 + fi,1 Ei-1 + fi,2 Ei-2 + fi,3 Ei-
3 + ... + fi,L Ei-L. i denotes Natural Numbers excluding 0, L is a natural number denoting the number of historical values considered
for generating the next value of Ei, and each of { fi,0, fi,1, fi,2,... fi,L} are univariate functions of i. Let the first L terms of Ei given to 
us be {E1 = α1, E2 = α2, E3 = α3, ... EL = αL}. Let r be a desired rational, for whom we are trying to determine whether or not atleast 
one of the terms of recurrence Ei can be equal to r (i.e. also read as whether Ei can reach r).
     In our paper, if A and B are two Boolean statements, A→B denotes that A is true implies B is true, and A↔B denotes that A is 
true if and only if B is true.
2.     Deriving the Infinite Determinant
Let us define a variable F0, and let us define a second linear recurrence Fi where {F1 = α1 F0, F2 = α2 F0, F3 = α3 F0, ... FL = αL F0}, 
and where Fi = fi,0 F0 + fi,1 Fi-1 + fi,2 Fi-2 + fi,3 Fi-3 + ... + fi,L Fi-L. It now becomes obvious that (F0 = 0) → (Fi = 0 for all i). If we 
were to write out the linear equations for recurrence Fi, we have:
α1 F0 – F1 = 0
α2 F0 – F2 = 0
... ... 
... ...
α L F0 – FL = 0
fL+1,0 F0 + fL+1,L F1 + fL+1,L-1 F2 +  ... + fL+1,1 FL    – FL+1 = 0
fL+2,0 F0 + fL+2,L F2 + fL+2,L-1 F3 + ... + fL+2,1 FL+1 –  FL+2 = 0
...
...
fi,0    F0 + fi,L    Fi-L + fi,L-1 Fi-L+1 +  ... + fi,1 Fi-1 –       Fi = 0
Fi = 0
As one of our interests is deciding whether Ei can reach 0, we have placed this as the last equation above. Since all the Fi are 
expressible as a linear multiple of F0, we can say that (F0 ≠ 0) → ((Fi = 0) ↔ (Ei = 0)). Also, setting F0 ≠ 0 (for example setting F0
= 1) would imply that a non-trivial solution exists for the vector < F0, F1, F2, ... Fi >. Hence, from the above set of linear equations,
we can derive a determinant Ωi that is equal to zero, if and only if, a non-trivial solution exists to the vector < F0, F1, F2, ... Fi >. In 
other words (Ωi = 0) ↔ (Ei = 0). The determinant Ωi is shown in Figure 1. Due to the presence of 1 in the last column of the last 
row of the determinant, Ωi may be further simplified to the determinant shown in Figure 2.
     We now state and prove the following Theorem.
Theorem-1:     Ei = Ωi
Proof:     For this proof, we will refer to the determinant Ωi shown in Figure 2. For i≤L, it is easy to see that if i is odd, Ωi = + αi (-
1)i-1 = αi, and if i is even, Ωi = - αi (-1)i-1 = αi. Next, let us focus on calculating Ωi, for i>L. Observe that the last column of this 
determinant contains two elements -1 and fi,1, in the second-last row and last row respectively. If we expand using these two 
elements, then Ωi = fi,1 Ωi-1 - (-1) γ2 = fi,1 Ωi-1 + γ2, where γ2 is the determinant obtained by removing the last column and second 
last row from Ωi. To expand γ2, we again observe the last column of γ2 that contains -1 and fi,2, so γ2 = fi,2 Ωi-2 + γ3, and so on until 
γL-1 = fi,L-1 Ωi-L+1 + γL, where γL is the determinant obtained by removing the last L-1 columns and the rows numbered i-L+1 to i-1, 
from Ωi. Observe that the last row of γL has fi,0 in the first column and fi,L in the last column. If we were to expand γL using these 
two elements, then γL = fi,L Ωi-L + (-1) i-L+1 (-1) i-L fi,0 = fi,L Ωi-L + fi,0. Thus, Ωi = fi,1 ΩL-1 + fi,2 ΩL-2 + ... + fi,1 ΩL-1 + fi,0. 
Hence Proved.
Figure 1.     The determinant Ωi
Figure 2.     Simplified form of determinant Ωi
We can now state the following result: (Ei reaches zero) ↔ (Limit N→∞ (Ω1 Ω2 ... ΩN) = 0 provided ΩN does not converge to a non-
zero Real whose absolute value is lesser than 1). It may be noted that convergence to a non-zero value lesser than 1 does not occur 
in Integer Linear Recurrences (i.e. Linear Recurrences where each of { fi,0, fi,1, fi,2,... fi,L, α1, α2, α3, ...αL} are integers for all i).
     More generally, (Ei reaches r) ↔ (Limit N→∞ ((Ω1 – r)(Ω2 – r) ... (ΩN – r)) = 0 provided (ΩN – r) does not converge to a non-
zero Real whose absolute value is lesser than 1), where r is any desired rational that we would like the linear recurrence to reach. It 
may be noted that the structure of the determinant whose value = (Ωi – r) may be obtained by replacing the ‘0’ in the first column 
of the last row of the determinant mentioned in Figure 1, with ‘–r’. Next, it is known that the product of determinants (Ω1 – r)(Ω2 –
r) ... (ΩN – r) may be represented as a single determinant µ, by placing their structures diagonal to each other. Hence, (Ei reaches r) 
↔ (Infinite determinant µ = 0, provided (ΩN – r) does not converge to a non-zero Real whose absolute value is lesser than 1).
3.     Deriving the Infinite Summation of degree-one rational Polynomials with variable coefficients 
We proceed to our second tool, which might help in determining whether or not a linear recurrence can reach a desired rational. We 
give the following definitions.
Let the rational expressions Q1, Q2, ... QN be defined as follows:
Q1    = α1 – 1/x1
Q2    = α2 – 1/x2
...
QL    = αL – 1/xL
QL+1 = fL+1,0 + fL+1,L /x1 + fL+1,L-1 /x2 +  ... + fL+1,1 /xL    – 1/xL+1
QL+2 = fL+2,0 + fL+2,L /x2 + fL+2,L-1 /x3 +  ... + fL+2,1 /xL+1 – 1/xL+2
...
QN     = fN,0   + fN,L/xN-L+ fN,L-1 /xN+1-L+ .. + fN,1 /xN-1   – 1/xN
Let the Polynomials Pi = (ci,1 x1 + ci,2 x2 +... + ci,N xN ), for all i as integers in [1,N]. Here, each ci,j is a real variable for all integers 
{i,j} in [1,N].
We now state and prove the following Theorem.
Theorem-2: For all real non-zero values of xi, for all i as integers in [1,N], the following statement is true: 
(Limit N→∞ (P1 Q1 + P2 Q2 + ...+ PN QN) = 1 is allowed) ↔ (Linear Recurrence Ei reaches 0)
Proof: Consider any system of generic linear equations with an N-dimensional variable vector y = < y1, y2 ... yN >:
a1,1 y1 + a1,2 y2 + ... + a1,N yN = b1
a2,1 y1 + a2,2 y2 + ... + a2,N yN = b2
...
aN,1 y1 + aN,2 y2 + .. + aN,N yN = bN
     Let us denote the constant vector ai = < a1,i, a2,i ... aN,i > consisting of all the constant scalars in column i of Figure 3, and let bi
be some scalar constant, for all integers i in [1,N]. Let vector b = < b1, b2, ... bN >.
     Let us further assume that the system of linear equations gives a unique solution. Our assumption is fine, because we are 
concerned only about modelling the system of linear equations generated by the Linear Recurrence, which obviously always has a 
unique solution. Hence, the value of the determinant Δ formed from the matrix of vectors ai, shown below in Figure 3, is non-zero.
This also means that it is impossible to find a non-trivial constant vector v = < v1, v2, ... vN>, such that v
Tai = 0 for all integers i in 
[1,N]. Here we denote vT as denoting the transpose of v, and vTai = a1,i v1 + a2,i v2 + ... + aN,i vN.
Figure 3.     Determinant formed from Matrix of vectors ai
Next, for any integer t in [1,N], the determinant formed by replacing vector at with b in the matrix of vectors ai, shown below in 
Figure 4, is zero, if and only if, yt = 0. This also means that for any integer t in [1,N], there exists a non-trivial constant vector w = 
< w1, w2, ... wN>, such that w
Tai = 0 for all integers i in [1,N] and i≠t, and such that wTai = 0, if and only if, yt = 0.
Figure 4.     Determinant formed by replacing vector at with b
Now let us replace yi with 1/zi for all integers i in [1,N], in our generic set of equations, so we have:
a1,1/z1 + a1,2/z2 + ... + a1,N/zN = b1
a2,1/z1 + a2,2/z2 + ... + a2,N/zN = b2
...
aN,1/z1 + aN,2/z2 + .. + aN,N/zN = bN
Let us define Si = (ai,1/z1 + ai,2/z2 + .. + ai,N/zN – bi) for all integers i in [1,N].
Let us also define Ri = (di,1 z1 + di,2 z2 +... + di,N zN ) for all integers i in [1,N]. Here, each di,j is a real variable for all {i,j} as 
integers in [1,N]. Let the variable vector di = < d1,i, d2,i, ... dN,i >. In other words, di represents the coefficients of zi.
From (R1 S1 + R2 S2 + ...+ RN SN), collect all coefficients of variables zi and zi/zj for all integers {i,j} in [1,N], assuming that zi ≠ 0:
Coefficient of 1: (∑(aiTdi) over i running as integers from 1 to N)
Coefficient of zi/zj (for i≠j): ((aiTdj) for all integers {i,j} in [1,N], and i≠j.
Coefficient of zi: (- (di
Tb)), for all integers i in [1,N].
  
We are now in a position to prove the following two Lemmas for any generic system of linear equations with a unique solution.
Lemma-2.1: (yt=0 for some integer t in [1,N]) → (((R1 S1 + R2 S2 + ...+ RN SN) = 1) is allowed for all non-zero real values of zi for 
all integers i in [1,N])
Proof: Since yt=0 for some integer t in [1,N], there exists a non-trivial constant vector w = < w1, w2, ... wN>, such that w
Tai = 0 for 
all integers i in [1,N] and i≠t, and such that wTb = 0. Now let dt = w. Also, let di be trivial (i.e. all vector elements are 0) for all 
integers i in [1,N] and i≠t. Looking back, we see that the coefficients of zi/zj and the coefficients of zi in (R1 S1 + R2 S2 + ...+ RN SN)
become 0, for all integers {i,j} in [1,N], and i≠j. Since dt is the only non-trivial vector here, the coefficient of 1 in (R1 S1 + R2 S2 + 
...+ RN SN) becomes equal to at
Tdt. Note that at
Tdt ≠ 0, since we assumed that our linear system of equations have a unique solution. 
Also, note that the elements of dt are expressible as ratios in terms of each other and hence can be also expressed as a scalar 
multiple of a single non-zero variable. at
Tdt = 1 is then allowed, and so (R1 S1 + R2 S2 + ...+ RN SN) = 1 is also allowed.
Hence Proved Lemma-2.1
Lemma-2.2: (yt≠0 for all integers t in [1,N]) → (((R1 S1 + R2 S2 + ...+ RN SN) = 1) is not allowed for all non-zero real values of zi for 
all integers i in [1,N])
Proof: When yt≠0 for all integers t in [1,N], it is impossible to find a non-trivial constant vector w = < w1, w2, ... wN>, such that wTai
= 0 for all integers i in [1,N] and i≠t, and such that wTb = 0. This means that we can only afford to set di as a trivial vector for all 
integers i in [1,N], in order to enable the coefficients of zi/zj (for i≠j) and zi vanish in (R1 S1 + R2 S2 + ...+ RN SN). But then the 
coefficient of 1 in (R1 S1 + R2 S2 + ...+ RN SN) also vanishes. Thus, (R1 S1 + R2 S2 + ...+ RN SN) = 1 is not allowed.
Hence Proved Lemma-2.2
Hence Proved Theorem-2
Though Theorem-2 is directly meant to help deciding Ei’s Reachability to 0, it can also be applied for Reachability to any rational 
r. This is achieved by a simple replacement of variables in our set of linear equations obtained from the Recurrence. For example, 
referring to the generic linear equations with a unique solution, ‘yi’ may be written as ‘yi –r+r’, which may be replaced with ‘βi+r’, 
so that (yi = r) ↔ (βi = 0). Therefore, the definitions of the rational Polynomials Qk s may be simply altered as follows: - replace all 
occurrences of ‘1/xi’ with ‘(rxi+1)/xi’ in all the Qk s.
4.     Conclusion 
In this paper, we presented two tools for deciding whether or not a non-homogenous linear recurrence can reach a desired rational. 
The first tool is an infinite determinant whose value is 0, if and only if, the recurrence reaches the desired rational. As the study of 
infinite determinants has become popular [2], we hope this tool will be useful here. The second tool is an infinite summation of 
rational polynomials whose value is allowed to be 1, if and only if, the recurrence reaches the desired rational.
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